PSA 7: Insights—Providers (:30)

Open on a series of short excerpts from interviews with military mental health providers and inTransition coaches (possibly with one or two providers wearing doctor’s lab coats?). Each speaker looks off camera, talking to an unseen interviewer. Because the soundbites are short, speakers will not be identified with on-screen text, but it will be clear who they are from what they are saying (if needed, though, an opening graphic could be added during editing to specifically identify the speakers as providers).

The soundbites cut or dissolve from one to the next.

Female Provider or inTransition Coach:
Caring for the mental health of our service members is the most important thing I do...

Male Provider or inTransition Coach:
So, I’m glad to know that if they have a change of status, like relocation, discharge, or another event that could impact their continued mental health care...

Female Provider:
The inTransition Program is there for them.

Male Provider or inTransition Coach:
If the service member chooses to participate, inTransition connects them with resources and a personal coach—to answer their questions, encourage them to get started with their new provider, and continue their care.

Dissolve to text and logos on screen:

Learn more about inTransition
www.health.mil/inTransition

800-424-7877 (in the U.S.)
800-424-4685 (outside the U.S.)
314-387-4700 (collect from anywhere)
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